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The concept of “radiation conditions” has played an interesting role in 
uniqueness theorems pertaining to the theory of electromagnetic diffraction. 
Generally speaking, one assumes either the Sommerfeld differential condition 
lim 1/7 
1’5 ( 
$ - iK) 21 = 0 (1) 
uniformly in 0, or the integral form 
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z-iKu rdtl=O. 
When proving uniqueness for problems involving higher order derivatives in 
the boundary conditions, it was found to be convenient to prescribe the 
asymptotic behavior of the solution, namely 
u -&y(O) + 0 ((KY)-3/a) r-03 
and to assume that derivatives of u behave asymptotically as derivatives of (3) 
(see Kane [l]). Recently, Karal and Karp [2] and [3] proposed the use of a 
phenomenological boundary condition 
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to model certain multi-mode surface wave diffraction problems. \Vhen 
formulating and proving uniqueness for this mathematical problem (Morgan 
[4]), the matter of this paper was uncovered. Essentially, we obtain radiation 
conditions on the derivatives of radiating functions. Simultaneously, we 
improve the assumptions of Kane [I] since it is not necessary to require (3). 
Thus, it is the purpose of this work to prove the following useful result. 
THEOREM. Supposeg(x, y) is a solution ofthe wawe equation (A -(- P) g = 0 
with continuous second-order derivatives obeying the regularity condition 
fm101j <N-f- 1. H ere M is independent of r and B while R, is some positive 
constant. Furthermore, suppose that g(x, y) satisfies the radiation condition 
liifi(-$--iKg)zl+liLg=O 
uniformly in 6, a < 8 < b. Then, we have 
Iii SBOf (e)L(D”g) = 0 
00 
for 1 (Y 1 < N and a < 01~ < &, < b. Here f  (0) is an arbitrary function of 0 
having a bounded &derivative in IX,, < B < p,, . 
PROOF. Y-deriwatives: The proof will be accomplished by means of an 
induction. Before proceeding we will obtain an identity and several estimates 
involving g. 
Setting 
L( ) == 1/; ($ - iK) (T. 1 
and using the identity 
a 
- = sin e g + 
COST a 
ay Y-33 
we obtain our basic identity 
L (.$) = - (iK sin e)L(g) + + $L(g) 
~$g%!!F!g-~~g. 
v-4 
(T-3) 
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Using the above regularity condition we note that for Y > R, and ! (Y ! < S 
that 
I I 
$ LFg is bounded 
I I 
; o”g = O(y) (T.4) 
and 
I L(Dog) I = O(G). 
Consider f(e) having a bounded derivative for q, < 0 < j?,, then 
J+‘f(e) L (s) (Y, 0) de = - iK /“f(e) sin eqg) de 
-3 a0 
+ f J+“m 
"0 
cos 8 $ qg) de 
- -$ J+'f(e) sin e $$ de 
50 
-- dT j+“f(e) sin e$ de - -& jpof(e) c0s e$ de. 
“0 =o 
P-4 
The second and third terms are 0( 1 /I/;) by an integration by parts and the 
above estimates; the last two terms are 0(1/d;) by the estimates applied 
directly. Hence 
/“f(w (-$) de = - iK /"f(e) sin eL(g) de + 0 (-+) 
a0 "0 
(~.6) 
as Y + co. A similar results holds for ag/ax. Then by induction, the theorem 
is proven. 
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